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Squeezed light in a frontal-phase-modulated signal-recycled interferometer
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The application of squeezed light to a frontal-phase-modulated signal-recycled interferometer is considered.
We present a simple model to understand the required spectrum of squeezing so as to make the interferometer
more sensitive. In particular we analyze the broad- and narrow-band cases for signal recycling and find that the
sensitivity of the detector can be enhanced provided an appropriate input squeezed spectrum is used. We also
discuss the effect of using squeezed light on the bandwidth of the detector.@S1050-2947~98!01405-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The detection of gravitational waves is a very exciti
experimental endeavor. Gravitational waves will yield ne
information about many astrophysical sources includ
compact binary systems, black hole collisions, and supe
vae. However, because of the very weak interaction of gr
tational waves with matter, the effects of a passing wave
be very small and hence considerable effort is going into
design of very sensitive detectors@1#.

A gravitational wave of suitable polarization would brin
about an effective change in the path length of light in
arms of a Michelson interferometer, which can be sub
quently detected by monitoring the output intensity@1,2#.
The intensity change is proportional to the gravitation
wave amplitude, which is on the order of 10221 over a fre-
quency band of 10–1000 Hz. Such weak signals will
masked by many sources of noise both technical~classical
laser noise, refractive index fluctuations, seismic vibratio
etc.! and fundamental~shot noise, quantum radiation pre
sure noise, thermal noise! in origin.

In this paper we are interested in noise associated with
light field. At low frequencies~in the gravitational wave
source band!, even the most highly stabilized lasers will e
hibit excess intensity and frequency noise. An ideal interf
ometer, operating at a perfect dark fringe, will be immune
laser noise. However, in practice, the dark fringe is not p
fect and in some control methods, a deliberate path-len
mismatch is required. To avoid the classical laser no
phase modulation techniques are used to effectively shift
signal to high Fourier frequencies at which the laser is s
noise limited. Three main modulation techniques have b
proposed and investigated in the literature: internal mod
tion in which phase modulation is imposed inside the int
ferometer, frontal~or in-line! modulation in which phase
modulation is imposed on the input beam, and exter
modulation in which a fraction of the input beam is pick
off, modulated, and then recombined on a beam splitter w
the field leaving the interferometer@3–5#. The photon noise
is due to the quantum fluctuations of the detected field. I
inversely proportional to the square root of the laser pow
When considered with radiation pressure error, which va
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proportionally with the square root of the laser power, it c
be shown@6# that, at an optimum power, the Heisenbe
position or momentum minimum uncertainty limit i
reached. For the proposed large-scale interferometers, th
diation pressure error is negligible compared with therm
noise and photon noise and will be ignored for the rest of t
discussion. An interferometer limited by photon noise is
ferred to as a shot-noise-limited instrument. Under such c
ditions the sensitivity of the interferometer can be improv
by either enhancing the signal response or reducing the p
ton noise.

Light-recycling techniques such as power recycling@7#
and signal recycling@8# are two such methods of increasin
the signal response. The photon noise can be reduce
injecting a squeezed vacuum into the unused output b
splitter port@6#. It is therefore of interest to combine both o
these techniques. Earlier, it was shown that squeezed
can be used in a power recycled@9# interferometer to in-
crease the sensitivity. In@10#, a dual recycled interferomete
with arm cavities, into which single-mode squeezed light
injected through the output port, was considered. The ou
photon number fluctuation was computed and compare
the photon number change due to the gravitational wa
However, it was assumed that the output photon num
fluctuation calculated near dc was identical to the fluct
tions at all other frequencies. Hence, the main result that
obtained there was that the sensitivity increases at all
quencies due to the squeezed light, without a change in
bandwidth.~The bandwidth refers to the frequency spread
the signal-to-noise ratio as calculated in Secs. II and I!
This as we will see turns out to be a particular case of h
the sensitivity can be improved by a choice of the inp
squeezed spectrum. In general, however, the bandwidth
be modified by the squeezed input. Here we will extend
analysis to include a phase modulation scheme and de
mine whether squeezing can be effectively applied to th
more realistic dual recycled instruments.

The use of squeezed light in an internally modulat
Michelson interferometer was investigated in@11#. There the
authors determined the nature of the squeezed light that m
be injected. They also considered the main effects of los
and imperfect fringe visibility. In the current study we wi
3898 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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again consider a simple Michelson interferometer, now e
ploying a frontal phase modulation scheme. More imp
tantly, we use a linearized theory for treating quantum no
@12#. This technique brings out the origin of the differe
contributions to the noise spectra~such as the laser, th
squeezed field, and the noise associated with the losses i
interferometer! and their relative contributions to the tot
noise. This increased insight allows us to optimize the ins
ments.

We then extend the study by considering a signal recyc
interferometer that uses frontal phase modulation@5# into
which a squeezed vacuum is injected through the signa
cycling mirror. The signal recycling cavity can be tuned
increase the strength of the signal at a particular freque
However, as the squeezing reflects off this cavity into
photo detection system, tuning the cavity alters the orien
tion of the reflected squeezed light and hence the requ
ments on the orientation of the injected squeezing. The ph
modulation imposes requirements on the frequency spec
of the squeezed light that must be injected.

In Sec. II we work out the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! for
a simple Michelson interferometer. Here the differe
sources of noise will be introduced. The total intensity no
spectra will be analyzed in detail and the relative importa
of the various sources of noise will be discussed. The effe
of imperfect fringe visibility will be commented on. In Se
III a signal recycled interferometer will be considered a
both the broad-band and the narrow-band cases will be
cussed. We work out the requirements of the squeezed
that must be sent into the interferometer to increase its
sitivity. The bandwidth of the interferometer is analyzed a
the effects of squeezing on it are determined. We present
conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. FRONTAL-PHASE MODULATION IN A SIMPLE
MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER

Phase-modulation techniques are an effective way
which practical imperfections of the laser are avoided@13#.
In the frontal-phase-modulation technique, a phase mod
tor ~oscillating atvm! is placed between the laser~at fre-
quencyvL! and the input port of the interferometer. Th
modulation sidebands (vL6vm) go through the interferom
eter to be ejected towards the photodiode at the output p
The signal due to a gravitational wave at a frequencyvs is
encoded as a modulation of the carrier~which is the laser
light!, which produces two signal sidebands that are off
from the laser frequency (vL) by vs . These sidebands the
beat with the modulation sidebands to give time varying
tensities at the frequenciesvm6vs . If the output light is
processed through a spectrum analyzer then we would
serve two peaks around the modulation frequency separ
by twice the frequency of the gravitational wave. At su
high frequencies the laser is usually quantum noise lim
~QNL! and thus the detection is relatively more accura
Consider a simple Michelson interferometer as shown in F
1 @ignoring for the moment the signal recycling mirro
~SRM!#. The action of the phase modulator on the ingoi
laser fieldE0e2 ivLt is described as follows:
-
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EL~ t !5E0e2 ivLtei e sin vmt. ~1!

For a small modulation index,e!1, we can expand the ex
ponential to give

EL~ t !5E0F S 12
e2

4 De2 ivLt1
e

2
e2 i ~vL2vm!t2

e

2
e2 i ~vL1vm!t

1~H.O.S.!G , ~2!

where H.O.S. stands for higher-order sidebands. These s
bands are at the frequenciesvL62vm , vL63vm , and so
forth. They come with progressively smaller amplitudes ine,
which we are assuming to be much smaller than unity.
can therefore ignore these sidebands and thus, the fields
enter the interferometer are at the frequenciesvL , vL
6vm . Each of these fields propogate along the arms of
interferometer and after reflecting off the end mirrors, im
pinge on the photodiode. The interferometer is made to
erate at the dark fringe for the carrier to give maximum s
sitivity. The signal at the photodiode will be obtained b
beating the modulation sidebands with the gravitation
wave-induced sidebands. The strength of this signal is th
fore proportional to the power in the modulation sideban
This output power in the modulation sidebands is maximiz
by allowing for a difference in length between the two arm
D l such that the interferometer while still being at a da
fringe for the frequencyvL is now also at a bright fringe for
vL6vm . The output power is related to the phase differen
between the two arms byP5P0 sin2 d. Since the phase dif-
ference,d5vD l /c, this therefore implies that the length di
ference must be so adjusted such that sin(vLDl/c)50 and
sin(vmDl/c)51.

We have so far described the mean fields that propog
in the interferometer. These fields are also accompanied
fluctuations. The fluctuations are described by the ‘‘sem
classical linear input-output theory’’ of quantum noise@12#.
The mean fields serve as strong local oscillators aga
which the fluctuations beat, to give rise to the intensity noi
The electric fieldE(t) is in general described by its mea
valueE0 , accompanied by its fluctuationsde(t),

E~ t !5@E01de~ t !#e2 ivLt, ~3!

whereE0 is taken to be real and is the mean of the elec
field and de(t) represents the quantum fluctuations abo
this mean. Since the envelope rotates at the optical
quency, we can go into a rotating frame, in which we w
consider the fluctuations in frequency space around the o
cal frequency. The noise can be divided into the two quad
tures as is usually defined by

XA5~de1de†!,

XP5 i ~de†2de!, ~4!

where the subscriptA stands for amplitude andP stands for
phase. If we evaluate the intensity noise of the field@keeping
terms to first order inde(t)#,
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3900 57VIJAY CHICKARMANE et al.
^dI ~ t !&5^E0
†de~ t !1E0de†~ t !&, ~5!

then in frequency space the noise variance is

^udI ~v!u2&5E0
2uXA~v!u2, ~6!

whereuXA(v)u2 is the amplitude spectrum of the field fluc
tuations. We choose the normalization for the electric fie
such that,E0

2 is measured in photons/s, and for a coher
sourceuXA(v)u25uXP(v)u251, which defines the shot nois
level. For a squeezed state either the amplitude@ uXA(v)u2#
or the phase@ uXP(v)u2# noise must dip below the shot nois
still preserving the minimum uncertainty product. The a
plitude and phase noise are in general frequency depen
and can also be correlated. The latter corresponds to a
bitrary alignment of the noise ellipse~at some frequency!, in
theXA-XP plane. This gives rise to the correlations describ
by the spectrum,uXAP(v)u2. In general the noise spectr
satisfy the uncertainty product, uXA(v)u2uXP(v)u2

2uXAP(v)u4>1.
The various fields that enter the interferometer have b

shown in Fig. 1. We assume that there will be losses in
interferometer that we simulate by allowing the end mirro
to be slightly transmitting. This has the effect of allowin
some of the light propagating in the arms to be lost as wel
introducing extra noise through the vacuum fluctuatio
which enter the interferometer. We represent these vac
fluctuations due to the losses in the two arms bydev1 ,dev2 ,
where the subscripts 1 and 2 mean that uncorrelated n
enters each of the two arms. We will deal with equal los
in the two arms, which implies that the reflectivities of th
end mirrors are equal,r 15r 25r . This implies that the powe
loss in the arms is by a factor of 12r 2. Later in this section
we will comment on the case when we have imperfect frin
visibility for which r 1Þr 2 . The squeezed light that ente
into the output port of the interferometer is represented
des . The laser fluctuations are labeled bydeL .

Consider a gravitational wave of frequencyvs , which is
incident on the interferometer. A gravitational wave has
effect of modulating the arm lengths in antiphase. Let
phase due to the gravitational wave bedf(t)5f0 sinvst in
the arm along thex axis then the phase acquired along they
axis isdf(t)52f0 sinvst, wheref0 contains information
about the gravitational wave amplitude. In terms of t
gravitational wave strainh0 , f05(h0v l /vs)sinvst/2 @2#,
where t is the round trip travel time in the interferomet
arms. For signal frequenciesvs;1 kHz, f0. h0v lt/2. Re-
ferring to Fig. 1, following the electric fields along one roun
trip of the interferometer we can set up the following equ
tion for the output fieldEb(t),

Eb~ t !5
r

2
[ ~EL~ t2t1!eidf~ t2t1/2!2EL~ t2t2!e2 idf~ t2t2/2!#

1
r

2
@deL~ t2t1!2deL~ t2t2!#1

r

2
@des~ t2t1!

1des~ t2t2!#1
t

&

@dev1~ t2t1/2!

1dev2~ t2t2/2!#, ~7!

whereEL(t) is the laser field given by Eq.~2!, t1 andt2 are
the round trip travel times for light in the two arms andr ,t
s
t
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are the reflection and transmission coefficients of the two
mirrors. We can now evaluate the output fields due to
carrier and modulation sidebands, due to the gravitatio
wave, the laser noise, the noise due to the losses in the
and the reflected squeezed noise, all in parts.

We first consider the signal due to the gravitational wa
and the modulation sidebands. We are therefore solving
the mean value of the total output field and therefore
fluctuating fieldsde can be neglected. Since the gravitation
wave is assumed to be very weak,f0!1, we can expand the
exponentiale6 idf(t), in the above equation to give

Eb~sig1mod!~ t !5
r

2
$EL~ t2t1!@11 idf~ t2t1/2!#

2EL~ t2t2!@12 idf~ t2t2/2!#%, ~8!

whereEb(sig1mod)(t) refers to the output field which contain
the signal and modulation sidebands. Using Eq.~2! for
EL(t), the above equation reads as

Eb~sig1mod!~ t !5
r

2 S E0eivLt1F ~12e2/4!1
e

2
eivm~ t2t1!

2
e

2
e2 ivm~ t2t1!G D @11 idf~ t2t1/2!#

2S E0eivLt2F ~12e2/4!1
e

2
eivm~ t2t2!

2
e

2
e2 ivm~ t2t2!G D @12 idf~ t2t2/2!#.

~9!

In writing down this equation, it is understood that we are
a frame rotating atvL . Since the operating point is at th
dark fringe for the carrier, we can assume that the ph
factors,eivLt15eivLt251. This implies from the above equa
tion that the carrier~the field atvL! disappears. This will not
be true once we deal with an interferometer with imperf
fringe visibility. Keeping terms to first order indf(t) and
neglecting the terms that oscillate atvm6vs ,1 we get

1These terms, which arise due to the fact that the gravitatio
wave phase modulates the modulation sidebands, oscillate avL

6vm6vs . They arise at the orderf0e and they must beat with the
carrier ~at vL! to contribute to the signal spectrum atvm6vs .
However, since we assume that the operating point is at the
fringe, this term will not make a contribution to the signal spectru
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Eb~sig1mod!5rE0~12e2/4!if0@sin vs~ t2t1/2!1sin vs~ t2t2/2!#1rE0~e/4!eivmte2 ivmtS 22i sin
vmDt

2 D
2rE0~e/4!e2 ivmteivmtS 2i sin

vmDt

2 D . ~10!
h
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The first term in the above equation gives us the strengt
the gravitational-wave-induced sidebands at the frequenc
vL6vs and the second and third terms, the modulation si
bands at the frequenciesvL7vm . Hence,

Ebsig~vL6vs!57
r

2
E0~12e2/4!f0e6 ivst/2 cos

vsDt

4
,

~11!

Ebmod~vL6vm!52 i
r

2
eE0 sin

vmDt

2
e6 ivmt

52 i
r

2
eE0e6 ivmt, ~12!

whereDt andt are the difference and average, respective
in the round trip travel time in the two arms. In Eq.~12!, we
have assumed that the interferometer is operated such th
is at a bright fringe for the modulation sidebands and he
sinvmDt/251. At the photodetector the gravitational-wav
induced sidebands and the modulation sidebands beat
each other to give rise to a photocurrent oscillating atvm
6vs . This change in the intensity is analyzed by process
the output intensity through a spectrum analyzer. We will
interested in obtaining the SNR for frequencies around
modulation frequencyvm . The signal spectrum atvm1vs
is

ud Ĩ signal~vm1vs!u25uEbsig~vL1vs!Ebmod* ~vL2vm!

1Ebmod~vL1vm!Ebsig* ~vL2vs!u2

5
E0

4e2r 4~12e2/4!2f0
2 cos2 vsDt/4

4
.

~13!

Having worked out the signal spectrum, we now evaluate
noise. The noise spectrum is derived by beating the fluc
tions due to the laser, squeezed light and losses with
modulation sidebands.

Let us first deal with the laser fluctuations. The outp
laser fluctuations are

deLout5
r

2
@deL~ t2t1!2deL~ t2t2!#. ~14!

In frequency space this translates into

d ẽLout~v!5 ireivt sinS vDt

2 D d ẽL~v!. ~15!

The output fielddeLout beats with the two modulation side
bands to give the intensity noise as
of
s,
-

,

t it
e

ith

g
e
e

e
a-
he

t

dI L5@Ebmod* ~vL2vm!e2 ivmt1Ebmod* ~vL1vm!eivmt#deLout

1@Ebmod~vL2vm!eivmt

1Ebmod~vL1vm!e2 ivmt#de†
Lout. ~16!

From Eq.~12! we see that the modulation sidebands sati
the following condition:

Ebmod* ~vL2vm!52Ebmod~vL1vm!,
~17!

Ebmod* ~vL1vm!52Ebmod~vL2vm!.

Using the above identities, in Eq.~16!, we get

dI L5Ebmod~vL1vm!e2 ivmt@de†
Lout2deLout#

1Ebmod~vL2vm!eivmt@de†
Lout2deLout#. ~18!

We recognize in the above equation the appearance of
output phase noise in both terms of the equation above.
ing Eq. ~4!, this can be written as

dI L52 iEb8~vL1vm!e2 ivmtXPLout

12 iEb8~vL2vm!eivmtXPLout. ~19!

In frequency space the output phase noiseX̃PLout(v) is re-
lated to the laser phase noiseX̃PL(v) through Eq.~4! and
Eq. ~15!,

X̃PLout~v!5 i @de†
Lout~2v!2deLout~v!#

5 ireivt sin
vDt

2
X̃PL~v!. ~20!

We now do a Fourier transform of Eq.~19! to get

d Ĩ L~v!5rei ~v2vm!t sin
~v2vm!Dt

2

3Ebmod~vL1vm!X̃PL~v2vm!

1rei ~v1vm!t sin
~v1vm!Dt

2

3Ebmod~vL2vm!X̃PL~v1vm!. ~21!

We now calculate the expectation value of the laser no
variance for frequencies around the modulation frequen
i.e., atvm1vs to be
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ud Ĩ L~vm1vs!u25~r 4/4!e2E0
2 sin2S vsDt

2 D
3@ uX̃PL~vs12vm!u21uX̃PL~vs!u2#.

~22!

The crucial point to be noticed is that the noise measure
vm1vs is contributed equally by the laser phase noise
frequenciesvs and 2vm1vs . The laser amplitude nois
does not appear. However, if the interferometer was no
unit fringe visibility, then another term would have to b
added to the total laser noise, that of the laser amplit
noise atvm1vs . The suppression factor sin2 vsDt/2 ~which
is small for frequencies around 1 kHz! effectively reduces
the phase noise contribution to the noise, especially for
frequencies.

Having evaluated the noise due to the laser we now w
out in a similar way the reflected noise due to the squee
light. The equations for the reflected squeezed fluctuati
from Eq. ~7! are

desout5
r

2
@des~ t2t1!1des~ t2t2!#. ~23!

Carrying out the same calculations as we did for the la
output noise we obtain for the intensity noise due to
squeezed light,

ud Ĩ S~vm1vs!u25~r 4/4!e2E0
2 cos2

vsDt

2

3@ uX̃PS~vs12vm!u21uX̃PS~vs!u2#.

~24!

We once again notice that the phase noise of the sque
light determines the noise level and so if we use ph
squeezed light, the total noise can be reduced below the
noise level.

Lastly we come to the noise due to the vacuum fluct
tions that leak in through the two end mirrors. The equatio
for the fluctuating fieldsde1,2, from Eq. ~7! are

dev1out5
t

&

@dev1~ t2t1/2!#,

~25!

dev2out5
t

&

@dev2~ t2t2/2!#.

The noise due to the losses, which are contributed by eac
the two arms, can be added to give

ud Ĩ V~vm1vs!u25ud Ĩ V1~vm1vs!u21ud Ĩ V2~vm1vs!u2

5~e2/4!E0
2r 2t2@ uX̃PV1~vs12vm!u2

1uX̃PV1~vs!u21uX̃PV2~vs12vm!u2

1uX̃PV2~vs!u2#. ~26!
at
t

f

e

w
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d
s
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e

ed
e
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-
s

of

In our model, the noise is assumed to be due to the vacu
fluctuations, for which,uX̃PV1,2(v)u251, for all v. The in-
tensity noise due to the losses then assumes a simpler f

ud Ĩ V~vm1vs!u25
e2

2
E0

2r 2t2. ~27!

Putting together all the noise terms, the total noise is

ud Ĩ total~vm1vs!u2

5
e2

4
E0

2r 4S cos2
vsDt

2
@ uX̃PS~vs12vm!u2

1uX̃PS~vs!u2#1sin2
vsDt

2
@ uX̃PL~vs12vm!u2

1uX̃PL~vs!u2# D1
e2

2
E0

2r 2t2. ~28!

If the laser source is QNL (uXAL,PLu251) and if the
squeezed source is turned off (uXAS,PSu251), then the total
noise simplifies to a simple expression,

ud Ĩ total~vm1vs!u25e2E0
2

r 2

2
. ~29!

The noise is white when the interferometer is QNL. We c
calculate the SNRR using the above equation as well as t
equation for the strength of the signal from Eq.~13! to obtain

R5E0
2r 2~12e2/4!2

f0
2

2
cos2

vsDt

4
. ~30!

Frontal-phase modulation leads to the appearance of
noise terms~from different regions of the spectrum! for each
source of noise. The fluctuation in intensity that one m
sures in an optics experiment is due to the beating of no
sidebands with a strong local oscillator. In our case we h
3 local oscillators: the carrier and the two modulation sid
bands~the carrier is present only if the interferometer has
imperfect fringe visibility!. Since the detection frequency
aroundvm , the carrier will bring in noise around this fre
quency. Whereas the modulation sidebands will bring
noise from frequencies displaced by the modulation f
quency, namely, from around dc and 2vm . This was first
shown in @11#, where the authors considered an interna
modulated interferometer. Consider the noise terms cont
uted by the squeezed light in Eq.~24!. For small frequencies
the cosine term is almost unity and therefore these two te
will dominate over the noise contributed by the laser as w
as the noise due to losses~we are considering a low los
system!. Hence most of the light fluctuations incident on th
photodetector are due to the reflected squeezed light.
therefore see the advantage in using squeezed light as
the major contributor of the noise and can therefore be
duced by appropriate squeezing. It is therefore necessa
use a squeezed source with squeezed phase fluctuations
the light squeezed especially for frequencies around dc
around 2vm . However, by using squeezed light, we noti
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from Eq. ~28! that the total noise will become frequenc
dependent because the relative weights of the sine and co
terms could now be different. This implies that the ban
width of the interferometer will change. For a small degr
of squeezing the bandwidth will not change drastically, bu
is interesting to note that herein lies a potential use
squeezing. It can be used to change the bandwidth.

So far we have dealt with the simplest case of an inter
ometer with equal losses in the two arms. We now anal
the case when the interferometer has imperfect fringe vis
ity. Here we are not so much interested in calculating
SNR as much as illustrating the new features that arise in
total intensity noise. The first consequence of imperf
fringe visibility is that there will be some power distribute
in the carrier that will be ejected at the output along with t
modulation sidebands. This can be seen through Eq.~7! ~if
the reflectivitiesr 1 and r 2 are used!. The expression for the
carrier output is then
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Ebcarr~vL!5 1
2 E0~12e2/4!~r 12r 2!, ~31!

wherer 1 ,r 2 are the mirror reflectivities in the two arms. W
still assume that the phase differences in the two arms
equal for the carrier frequency. The carrier now beats w
the noise sidebandsdei , wherei 51,2,3 stand for the laser
squeezed, and vacuum~due to losses! fluctuations, respec-
tively. From the above equation we see that the amplitude
the carrier is real and hence the intensity noise will be due
the amplitude fluctuations of the output fields, namely,

dI ~ t !5Eb8~dei1de†
i !5Eb8XAi . ~32!

The noise variance that is due to the carrier can be calcul
in a similar way as before,
ud Ĩ ~vm1vs!u25E0
2~12e2/4!2

~r 12r 2!2

4 H F ~r 12r 2!2

2
sin2

vsDt

2
1

~r 11r 2!2

2
cos2

vsDt

2 G uXAL~vm1vs!u2

1F ~r 12r 2!2

2
cos2

vsDt

2
1

~r 11r 2!2

2
sin2

vsDt

2 G uXAS~vm1vs!u21~ t1
21t2

2!/2J . ~33!
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The new feature of this is that the noise contribution com
from around the modulation frequency and as explained
lier, specifically the amplitude noise of the laser as well
the squeezed source. As pointed out in@11#, imperfect fringe
visibility might make it imperative to have a laser sour
with squeezed amplitude fluctuations. For the squeezed s
trum ~in addition to the squeezed phase noise atvs and
2vm1vs!, this implies that the amplitude noise atvm1vs
must be squeezed. We can estimate the strength of the n
contribution by the carrier as compared to the noise cont
uted by the modulation sidebands by evaluating the exp
sion for the total noise when the laser is QNL as well as
squeezed source is turned off. Repeating the previous ca
lations that led to Eq.~28! ~noise due to modulation side
bands! for r 1Þr 2 and adding the noise term due to the c
rier, Eq. ~33!, we get the total noise as

ud Ĩ total~vm1vs!u25E0
2~12e2/4!2

~r 12r 2!2

4

1E0
2e2

~r 11r 2!2

8
, ~34!

where the first term is due to the carrier and the second is
to the modulation sidebands. From the above equation
can get a lower limit for the visibility below which the firs
term is comparable to the second. For the first term to
neglected with respect to the second, the following condit
must be satisfied:

V@12e2, ~35!
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where V is the visibility, V52r 1r 2 /(r 1
21r 2

2). This means
that for a given modulation index (e!1), we can afford to
neglect the amplitude noise atvm due to the laser as well a
the squeezed source, provided we work with a visibility th
satisfies the above criteria. For a modulation index of 0.1,
visibility must exceed 0.99. Alternatively in an experimen
if the visibility is low then the modulation index must b
increased~however, the present theory has been worked o
retaining only the first-order modulation sidebands, i.e.,
e!1, so if the modulation index has to be increased cons
erably, then we must include higher-order sidebands! if we
wanted to neglect the amplitude noise terms.

III. SIGNAL RECYCLING WITH SQUEEZED LIGHT

We now consider a signal recycled interferometer w
frontal-phase modulation with the squeezed light entering
output port. In Fig. 1, the signal recycling mirror denoted
SRM is placed in front of the photodiode to recycle t
gravitational-wave-induced sidebands that are generate
the arms of the interferometer. The interferometer could
in the broad-band or narrow-band mode depending
whether the signal recycling cavity~which is made up of the
interferometer arms and the signal recycling mirror! is made
to be resonant at the laser frequency, or at one of
gravitational-wave-induced sideband frequencies, resp
tively. Referring to Fig. 1, we can write down the equatio
for the output field in terms of the laser, squeezed, a
vacuum fields as
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Eb8~ t !5~r /2!@EL~ t2t12ts/2!eidf~ t2t1/22ts/2!

2EL~ t2t22ts/2!e2 idf~ t2t2/22ts/2!#

1~rt s/2!@des~ t2t12ts!1des~ t2t22ts!#

1~ t/& !@dev1~ t2t1/22ts/2!

1dev2~ t2t2/22ts/2!#1~rr s/2!@Eb8~ t2t12ts!

1Eb8~ t2t22ts!#

Ec5tsEb82r sdes , ~36!

whereEb8(t) is the intracavity field, at the signal recyclin
mirror, Ec is the output field, which is incident on the pho
todiode, r s and ts are the signal recycling reflectivity an
transitivity, andts is the round trip travel time for the light
between the beam splitter and the signal recycling mir
The recycling of light is evident from the fact thatEb8 at an
instant of time is related to its earlier value. We now proce
to evaluate the SNR.

In a similar way as before we get the following expre
sions for the gravitational-wave-induced sidebands and
modulation sidebands. They are

Ecsig~vL6vs!

57
tsr

2

E0~12e2/4!eid/2f0 cos~vsDt/4! e6 ivst/2

12r sre
ide6 ivst cosvsDt/2

,

~37!

Ecmod~vL6vm!52 i
rt s

2
eE0e6 ivmteid/2. ~38!

In the above equationsd is the phase offset of the signa
recycling cavity from the broad-band mode and is related
ts by d52vLts . This factor is adjusted by moving the sig
nal recycling mirror and is the amount of detuning requir
to get the cavity off resonance fromvL . In deriving the
above equations, some of the unimportant phase factor

FIG. 1. The electric fields in a frontal phase modulated sig
recycled interferometer. SRM, signal recycling mirror; PM, pha
modulator.
r.

d

-
e

o

in-

volving ts have been neglected. The modulation sideba
do not get recycled if the operating point of the interfero
eter is at a bright fringe for them. Actually they get weak
recycled if the visibility is nonunity, but this effect can b
neglected. It is convenient to define in Eq.~37! the expres-
sion for the gravitational-wave-induced sidebands, a re
cling factor,A(vs), where

A~vs!5
1

12r sre
ideivst cosvsDt/2

. ~39!

The gravitational-wave-induced sidebands beat with
modulation sidebands to give rise to the time varying inte
sity. In the same way as Eq.~13! was obtained, the signa
spectrum atvm1vs is

ud Ĩ signal~vm1vs!u2

5
ts
4r 4

16
E0

4e2~12e2/4!2f0
2uA~vs!1A* ~2vs!u2

3cos2S vsDt

4 D . ~40!

Having calculated the signal spectrum, we now evalu
the noise. We first calculate the output field fluctuations
the three noise sources~laser, squeezed, and vacuum fluctu
tions due to end mirror losses! in terms ofdeL ,des ,dev1,2.
Similar to Eq.~15!, in frequency space, the output field flu
tuations are

d ẽLout~v!5 irt se
id/2eivt sin

vDt

2
A~v!d ẽL~v!

5U~v!d ẽL~v!, ~41!

d ẽsout~v!5F rt s
2eideivt cos

vDt

2
A~v!2r sGd ẽs~v!

5V~v!d ẽs~v!, ~42!

d ẽV1~v!5
tts

&

eid/2eivt1A~v!d ẽv1~v!5W1~v!d ẽv1~v!,

~43!

d ẽV2~v!5
tts

&

eid/2eivt1A~v!d ẽv2~v!5W2~v!d ẽv2~v!.

~44!

These output field fluctuations beat with the modulation si
bands to give the output intensity noise. As before, each
these noise sources contribute to the total intensity no
from two different parts of their frequency spectrum. We w
restrict ourselves to the case of perfect fringe visibility and
the end of this section we will comment on the imperfe
case.

The noise variance atvm1vs for the laser noise is

l
e
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ud Ĩ L~vm1vs!u2

5
r 2ts

2

4
e2E0

2$@ u f 1u2uXALu21u f 2u2uXPLu2#vs12vm

1@ u f 1u2uXALu21u f 2u2uXPLu2#vs
%, ~45!

where as usualuXPLu2,uXALu2 refer to the phase and ampl
tude noise spectra of the laser. The subscripts of the sq
brackets in the above equation indicate that these noise t
have to be evaluated at the frequencies,vs12vm , andvs .
The terms,f 1 and f 2 are

f 150.5$ i @U* ~2v!2U~v!#cosd/2

2@U* ~2v!1U~v!#sin d/2%, ~46!

f 250.5i $@U~v!2U* ~2v!#sin d/2

1 i @U* ~2v!1U~v!#cosd/2%.

In the above equations,d is the phase offset of the signa
recycling cavity from resonance with the laser light. For t
broad-band case,d50. For the narrow-band case it is a
justed such that the response of the interferometer is pe
at some desired frequency.

In a similar way, we evaluate the noise due to t
squeezed light:

ud Ĩ S~vm1vs!u25r 2ts
2e2~E0

2/4!$@ ug1u2uXASu21ug2u2uXPSu2

12 Re~g1* g2!uXAPSu2#vs12vm

1@ ug1u2uXASu21ug2u2uXPSu2

12 Re~g1* g2!uXAPSu2#vs
%, ~47!

whereg1 andg2 are

g150.5$ i @V* ~2v!2V~v!#cosd/2

2@V* ~2v!1V~v!#sin d/2%,
~48!

g250.5i $@V~v!2V* ~2v!#sin d/2

1 i @V* ~2v!1V~v!#cosd/2%.

The new feature that arises with signal recycling is that
squeezed light reflects off the signal recycling cavity, to th
interfere with the modulation sidebands. Hence the natur
the squeezed light that is to be sent in through the output
depends on the detuning of the cavity. This depends
whether we deal with broad-band or narrow-band signal
cycling. For the broad-band case, since the cavity is at re
nance with the laser light~zero detuning!, the reflected
squeezed light will preserve its squeezed orientation. Th
because, the two correlated sidebands reflect off the ca
with exactly the opposite phase. So we would send in ph
squeezed light, with the squeezing over the entire ra
(0 – 2vm).

In the narrow-band case, since the cavity is detuned,
two noise sidebands acquire different phase shifts and h
the squeezed orientation, changes, for different frequenc
Now, here, just as in the previous case, the squeezing sh
re
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be over the whole range. However, for ease in understan
the basic problem, we will, in this case, consider broad-ba
squeezed light only for frequencies around dc. We theref
assume for the narrow-band case that the squeezed lig
squeezed at low frequencies and is shot noise limited at h
frequencies. The noise variances are taken to be

uXPSu25@cosh 2r 2sinh 2rcos 2c#,

uXASu25@cosh 2r 1sinh 2r cos2c#, ~49!

uXAPSu25@sinh 2r sin 2c#.

In the above equation for the phase and amplitude nois
the squeezed light, the anglec is an adjustable paramete
that determines the angle of the squeezed ellipses, andr is
the squeeze factor. We assume that the squeezed ellips
all the frequencies start out from the squeezed source
almost the same angle. Forr .0, andc50, the phase noise
of the squeezed light dips below the shot noise level. T
reduction in noise is from Eq.~49! a factor e22r . For a
reduction in the noise of 3 dB, the factorr 50.345. Since, for
the broad-band case, we require phase-squeezed light
angle chosen will bec50. In the narrow-band case, we wa
to preadjust the anglec of the input squeezed light such th
on reflection the reflected squeezed light comes out as p
squeezed at some frequency at which we desire to reduc
noise below the shot noise level. We also note that si
squeezed light has correlations between the amplitude
phase built into them, the noise variance in Eq.~47! has a
term of the formuXAPSu2. We will make use of this when we
deal with the narrow-band case.

The noise due to losses comes from both arms, hence
have two separate terms. For arm 1, the noise is

ud Ĩ V1~vm1vs!u25r 2ts
2e2~E0

2/4!$@ uM1u2uXAV1u2

1uM2u2uXPV1u2#vs12vm

1@ uM1u2uXAV1u21uM2u2uXPV1u2#vs
%,

~50!

whereM1 andM2 are

M150.5$ i @W1* ~2v!2W1~v!#cosd/2

2@W1* ~2v!1W1~v!#sin d/2%,
~51!

M250.5i $@W1~v!2W1* ~2v!#sin d/2

1 i @W1* ~2v!1W1~v!#cosd/2%.

For arm 2, the noise is

ud Ĩ V2~vm1vs!u2

5r 2ts
2e2~E0

2/4!$@ uN1u2uXAV2u21uN2u2uXPV2u2#vs12vm

1@ uN1u2uXAV2u21uN2u2uXPV2u2#vs
%, ~52!

where
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N150.5$ i @W2* ~2v!2W2~v!#cosd/2

2@W2* ~2v!1W2~v!#sin d/2%,
~53!

N250.5i $@W2~v!2W2* ~2v!#sin d/2

1 i @W2* ~2v!1W2~v!#cosd/2%.

The total noise then is the sum of the four terms:
an
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ud Ĩ Total~vm1vs!u25ud Ĩ L~vm1vs!u21ud Ĩ S~vm1vs!u2

1ud Ĩ V1~vm1vs!u2

1ud Ĩ V2~vm1vs!u2. ~54!

For the vacuum noise terms, the phase and amplitude n
spectra can be set to unity (uXAV1,2u25uXPV1,2u251). The
signal-to-noise ratio is calculated as before, from Eq.~40!
~for the signal! and the equation above for the noise, we g
R5
ts
4E0

4e2r 4~12e2/4!2f0
2uA~vs!1A* ~2vs!u2 cos2~vsDt/4!

16ud Ĩ Total~vm1vs!u2
. ~55!
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We now specialize to the broad-band and the narrow-b
cases.

A. Broad band

In the broad-band case, the detuningd50. This means
that the signal recycling cavity is resonant with laser lig
Consider the expression for the recycling factor as define
Eq. ~39!. For d50,

A~vs!5
1

12r sre
ivst cosvsDt/2

. ~56!

Here, for both the gravitational-wave-induced sidebands
vL6vs , the magnitude of the recycling factor is the sam
We also notice thatA(vs)5A* (2vs). From this we see
that for the fluctuating fields as defined in Eqs.~41!–~44!,

U~v!5U* ~2v!, V~v!5V* ~2v!,

W1~v!5W1* ~2v!, W2~v!5W2* ~2v!. ~57!

This physically means that the two noise sidebands equ
displaced from the laser frequency resonate in a similar m
ner. From the expressions forf 1,2,g1,2,M1,2,N1,2, which are
defined in the equations for the intensity noise for all th
noise sources and the identities defined in the previous e
tion, we notice that ford50,

f 15g15M15N150. ~58!

Now, if we examine the intensity laser noise, Eq.~45!, we
see thatu f 1u2 multiplies the laser amplitude noise from fre
quencies aroundvs as well asvs12vm . This therefore im-
plies from the previous equation that the laser amplitu
noise does not appear at the output for the broad-band c
A similar reasoning shows that this is also true for t
squeezed noise. Hence the total noise at the output is c
prised of the phase noise terms for both the laser
squeezed source in addition to the vacuum noise due
losses. On reflection of the signal recycling cavity, t
d
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squeezed ellipses therefore do not suffer any rotation
hence the squeezed light that must be sent in should be p
squeezed. It is therefore preferable to send in phase-sque
light, which is squeezed at frequencies all the way up
2vm . We now define aneffective signal-to-noise ratio,
which will be used for the subsequent plots. The act
signal-to-noise ratio measured at the photodetector is w
we have represented asR. We will in all subsequent graph
plot the dimensionless quantityReff , which is defined by

Reff5R
\v l

f0
2P0

, ~59!

where the power is related toE0
2, throughP05E0

2\v l . If
we assume a measured unity signal-to-noise ratio (R51),
then, using the relation,f0. (h0v lt/2) @see the section be
fore Eq.~7!# the gravitational wave amplitude will be

h0
25

1

Reff

\c2

P0v l l
2 . ~60!

We use the following parameters: the average length of
arms of the interferometer are 3 km, the reflectivity of t
end mirrors arer 50.999, which corresponds to a loss of
31023 in power, the modulation index,e50.1, the modula-
tion frequencynm575 MHz and the difference in the arm
lengths isDL51 m. For these parameters, an input power
10 W and a power recycling factor of 100, and for a vacuu
input, h053.3310222. We plot in Fig. 2,Reff for the broad-
band case for increasing degrees of squeezing, the si
recycling mirror reflectivity isr s50.8. As can be seen, th
SNR keeps improving as the degree of squeezing increa
As remarked earlier, the squeezed light is the major sourc
noise, the laser noise being heavily suppressed. In any
istic squeezed source, we would not expect broad-b
squeezing over such a large range of frequencies. This m
that whatever the spectrum of squeezing that we get ou
the squeezer, it should be phase squeezed light at least a
frequencies up to 1 kHz and once again the same fea
repeated at 2vm .
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B. Narrow band

In the narrow-band case, the detuning is adjusted so
the signal recycling cavity is resonant at one of the grav
tionally induced sidebands. The signal power in this si
band is enhanced by the recycling mirror SRM. The ot
sideband is out of phase with the cavity and its amplitude
considerably diminished. As the signal recycling reflectiv
is increased, the signal cavity is effectively made up of m
rors with almost equal reflectivity and the maximum sign
power is stored. From Eq.~39!, we see that the recycling
factor A(vs) ~which is responsible for the enhancement
the sideband power at the frequencyvL1vs! can be en-
hanced for a certain frequencyvs0 , if the following condi-
tion is satisfied,

d52vs0t. ~61!

The recycling factor then becomes

A~vs!5
1

12r sre
i ~vs2vs0!t cosvsDt/2

. ~62!

For frequencies within 1 KHz and forDt51 m, the cosine
factor is almost unity. Hence, for a very highly reflectin
signal recycling mirror,uA(vs)u can be very large and peak
at vs5vs0 . From Eq.~62!, expanding the exponential fo
frequencies aroundvs0 , we get

uA~vs!u2.F 1

~12r sr !2GF 1

11 ~vs2vs0!2/dvB
2 G . ~63!

The above function is a Lorenzian, strongly peaked ab
vs0 with a bandwidth,

dvB5
12r sr

r sr t
. ~64!

As r s approaches unity, the recycling factor gets larger a
more narrow. Thus one of the signal sidebands is consi
ably enhanced. The recycling factor for the other sideban

FIG. 2. The broad-band curves for different amounts of sque
ing. Curves~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d! are for a vacuum input, 3, 5, and 1
dB squeezing, respectively.
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A~vs0!.
1

12r sre
22i ~vs0!t . ~65!

We can see that the other sideband gets relatively suppre
because of the phase factor. In Fig. 3 we plot theReff for the
broad-band case for all the sources shot noise limited
then slowly vary the detuning parameter. We see the s
transition from the broad-band to the narrow-band regim
TheReff gradually develops a peak at a higher frequen
where the sensitivity is much larger than that for the bro
band case. The curves have been obtained forr 50.999, r s
50.99, andd50, 5, 10, 30, 50, and 76 mrad. Atd576 mrad,
theReff peaks at 600 Hz. The peak of the sensitivity dro
below that of the low-frequency sensitivity of the broad ba
by a factor of around 6 dB. This is because only one of
sidebands gets recycled.

The bandwidthdvB in Eq. ~64! is not the real bandwidth
of the interferometer since in deriving this expression,
have not taken into account the noise. If all the noise sour
are QNL and the squeezed source is turned off then it will
the bandwidth. This is because the total noise at the ou
will be white noise. However, as mentioned above this w
not be true once squeezed light is injected.

When squeezed light is injected into the output port,
gets reflected from the signal recycling cavity. Since the c
ity is not resonant at the laser frequency and is detuned,
two noise sidebands acquire different phase shifts. As a
sult the squeezed ellipses get rotated at different angles,
tive to each other, when they emerge after reflection. T
anglec, the squeeze angle, is adjusted so as to minimize
squeezed noise in Eq.~47! at the frequencyvs0 . This means
that c is chosen in such a way that after reflection the no
ellipse atvs0 comes out as phase squeezed. In Fig. 4 we
the Reff for an input of 10-dB squeezing@curve ~b!# and
compare it to the vacuum input case@curve~a!# ~for the same
parameters as in Fig. 3!. The improvement in sensitivity a
the resonant frequency~600 Hz! compared to the shot nois
curve ~vacuum input! has increased with the squeezin
However, the improvement does not seem to be substan
it is an improvement of only about 2 dB. However, we mu
recollect that we have considered squeezing only at low
quencies, whereas in the total noise, there is another ter

z-
FIG. 3. The graph shows how the effect of increasing amou

of detuning makes the response narrower. The various cu
shown are for the detuning,d50, 5, 10, 30, 50, and 76 mrad.
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2vm1vs that we had for simplicity assumed to be QN
Hence if the squeezed spectrum is extended all the way u
twice the modulation frequency, we can expect substan
improvement in the sensitivity. However, here we deal o
with low-frequency squeezing to bring out the essen
points.

We also notice that the bandwidth decreases. This is
cause, for the resonant frequencyvs0 ~600 Hz!, the squeezed
noise ellipse comes out phase squeezed and this reduce
noise at this frequency thus increasing the SNR. Howe
the noise ellipses at the other frequencies aroundvs0 acquire
a relative rotation and hence they do not come out as ph
squeezed. Therefore the noise at the wings gets worse
this is why the SNR drops more rapidly in comparison to
shot noise case. However, this happens in our model bec
we had chosen to send in the noise ellipses at the same a
this being the simplistic case. If it were possible to engin
the squeezed light such that the ellipses go in at differ
angles, but each angle is chosen such that on reflectio
comes out as phase squeezed, then the SNR would inc
in the wings as well and thus the whole curve would sh
upwards. This is in fact the case considered in@10#, where
squeezed light was used in a dual recycled interferomete
this case, the sensitivity at all frequencies increases and
the bandwidth remains unaffected.

Let us consider the case when the noise reduction is m
not at vs0 but at some other frequencyvs8 . We could do
this by adjusting the squeeze anglec such that when the
noise ellipses come back reflected, the noise ellipse atvs8 is
phase squeezed. As we move away from this frequency~to-
wards vs0!, the noise ellipses change their orientation a
the reflected noise gets worse. On the other side ofvs0 , at
some frequency, the ellipses have rotated byp and here once
again there is a noise reduction. So we expect that the S
starts out being better than that of the vacuum input atvs8 ,
gets progressively worse as we approachvs0 , and then starts
to improve once again as we go further out. This is the r
son we would expect an increased bandwidth at the los
some SNR atvs0 . This can be seen in Fig. 5 where we pl
the SNR for 10 dB of squeezing@curve ~a!# ~with the same
parameters as was used for Fig. 4! comparing it to the
vacuum input@curve ~b!#. The squeezed noise in this ca
has been minimized at a frequency of 100 Hz by suita

FIG. 4. The narrow-band curves for a vacuum input and 10
squeezing. Curves~a! and ~b! are for vacuum and 10 dB, respe
tively.
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adjusting the squeeze angle. Here we notice that in addi
to the increased bandwidth, the peak of the SNR has shi
by a small amount. Our choice ofc that minimizes the noise
at vs8 and not atvs0 means that we will find some interme
diate frequency betweenvs0 andvs8 at which, although the
signal here is weaker than atvs0 , the noise, however, is
lower than atvs0 , thus maximizing the SNR. This implie
that by changing the squeezed angle~which naturally mini-
mizes the noise at some frequency!, we can shift the peak by
a small amount although reducing the sensitivity at the n
peak. This therefore simulates the detuning of the cav
which might have to be done with a servo. This might fi
use in trying to search for a continuous wave source,
frequency of which is uncertain by a small amount. In Fig.
the SNR for the vacuum input@curve~b!# is compared to that
of 10 dB of squeezing@curve~a!# but with a slight difference.
The signal cavity is purposely detuned by a small amoun
that the shift in the peak of the SNR for 10 dB of squeez
can sit at the resonant frequency which for us is at 600
We can clearly see the increase in the bandwidth for
10-dB curve.

It is interesting to see what happens when the signal m
ror reflectivity is chosen to be equal to the reflectivity of t

B FIG. 5. The narrow-band curves for a vacuum input and 10
squeezing, with the noise reduction at 100 Hz. Curves~a! and ~b!
are for 10 dB squeezing and vacuum input, respectively.

FIG. 6. The narrow-band curves for a vacuum input and 10-
squeezing with the noise reduction at 100 Hz, after detuning
cavity to bring back the peak of the SNR back to the reson
frequency. Curves~a! and~b! are for 10 dB squeezing and vacuu
input, respectively.
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end mirrors. This case is like impedence matching, since
now have the signal recycling cavity resonant atvs0 , with
equal reflectivity mirrors and this corresponds to the c
when a maximum buildup in signal power is possible. Figu
7 shows theReff for the impedence matched case compar
the vacuum input@curve ~a!# with an input of 10 dB of
squeezing@curve~b!# with r 5r s50.999. Atvs0 , there is no
improvement in the SNR. In fact it gets slightly worse for t
10-dB curve. To understand the reason the noise atvs0 gets
worse, let us consider in detail the reflection of squee
light off a cavity. Consider a cavity with identical reflectin
mirrors, of reflectivityr and round trip travel timet and a
detuning d of the cavity from resonance with laser ligh
Then the reflectivity is

R~v!5
2r ~12ei ~vt1d!!

12r 2ei ~vt1d! . ~66!

Consider squeezed lightdEs(v) that is reflected off this cav
ity. We measure the phase quadrature of the reflected l
dEout(v). The output phase quadrature will be made up
the reflected squeezed light and the transmitted noise s
bands, which are due to losses. For the squeezed light c
ponent of the reflected light, we get

XPout~v!5 i @dEout
† ~2v!2dEout~v!#

5 i @R* ~2v!dEs
†~2v!2R~v!dEs~v!#.

~67!

In terms of the phase and amplitude quadratures of the in
light, the above equation can be written as

XPout~v!5
i

2
@R~v!2R* ~2v!#XAs~v!

2 1
2 @R* ~2v!1R~v!#XPs~v!. ~68!

FIG. 7. The narrow-band curves for a vacuum input and 10
squeezing, for the impedence matched case, with noise reducti
the resonant frequency. Curves~a! and ~b! are for a vacuum input
and 10-dB squeezing, respectively.
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Consider the detuning to be such that the cavity is resona
v0 . Then,d52v0t. From Eq.~66! we see that the reflec
tivity is zero. The reflected squeezed noise atv0 is due to the
correlation of the two noise sidebands atvL6v0 . One of
these sidebands is transmitted through the cavity@since
R(v0)50#, whereas the other is partially reflected. Subs
tuting in Eq. ~68!, for R(v0)50, we see that the phas
quadrature at the output~at v0! is

XPout~v0!5
2 i

2
@R* ~2v0!#XAs~v0!

1
1

2
@R* ~2v0!#XPs~v0!. ~69!

Notice that the two quadratures come back after reflec
with equal contributions but are out of phase byp/2. The
noise spectrum can be calculated to be@in the same way as
Eq. ~47!#

uXPout~v0!u25 1
2 uR~2v0!u2 cosh~2r !. ~70!

The noise ellipse atv0 , after reflection, comes out rotated
increase the noise by a factor cosh(2r) as compared with the
vacuum input case. This explains why the 10-dB curve
the narrow band case is slightly worse in SNR as compa
to the vacuum input atvs05600 Hz. The bandwidth for the
10-dB case, as can be seen in Fig. 7 decreases for the
reason as mentioned in the previous paragraphs.

In Fig. 8 the noise reduction is made at some other f
quency, for example, 100 Hz. We notice that the SNR g
broader for the 10-dB squeezing case@curve ~a!# as com-
pared to the vacuum input@curve ~b!#. However, the peak
sensitivity for the curve with squeezing decreases by a le
amount than the nonimpedence matched case atvs0 . For the
impedence matched case, the signal drops very rapidly
frequencies aroundvs0 and hence the shift of the SNR pea
in this case is not significant. If we compare the bandwid
of all the three cases~vacuum input and noise reduction
600 and 100 Hz! then the bandwidth~which we define as full

B
at

FIG. 8. The narrow-band curves for a vacuum input and 10-
squeezing for the impedence matched case with the noise redu
at 100 Hz. Curves~a! and ~b! are for 10-dB and a vacuum inpu
respectively.
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width at half maximum! turns out to be 100.05 Hz for th
vacuum input, 89.3 Hz for the 10-dB squeezed light~with
the noise reduction atv05600 Hz!, and 190.5 Hz~with the
noise reduction at 100 Hz!. The bandwidth can therefore b
changed considerably by manipulating the squeezed a
without too much of a loss in sensitivity at the resona
frequency. From this we could expect to use the squee
light as a bandwidth modulator, that is, by changing
squeeze angle and hence changing the frequency at w
the noise is reduced, we could fine tune the bandwidth.

We finally consider the case of imperfect fringe visibilit
If the losses in the two arms are unequal then some of
carrier leaks through. Along with the carrier come the a
plitude and phase fluctuations of the three noise source
vm1vs . For the broad-band case it is only the amplitu
fluctuations that leak through. Hence, with imperfect frin
visibility, the amplitude spectrum of the laser and squee
light source must dip below the shot noise for frequenc
aroundvm . In the case of the narrow band, because of
detuning, a small amount of phase fluctuations atvm1vs
leak through~in addition to the amplitude fluctuations!. To
get a quantitative measure of how important imperfect frin
visibility is we must compare the noise terms that come
because of the carrier with the noise terms that are pre
due to the modulation sidebands. The new noise terms h
been displayed in the Appendix. A comparison of the
terms for a QNL laser and vacuum input in the broad-ba
case shows that for the carrier noise terms to be negle
versus the modulation noise terms, the following condit
must be met:

V@
22e22e2/F

22e21e2/F
, ~71!

whereF51/(12r sr )2. For r s very close to unity,F could
be very large. Hence from the above equation, it is clear
the visibility will have to be very good for the carrier nois
terms to be neglected. The demands placed on the visib
are more stringent here than in the nonrecycled case bec
the power in the carrier increases due to recycling. The
tensity noise due to the carrier therefore increases. For s
50.99 andr 50.999(r 5 (r 11r 2)/2), F.104. If the modu-
lation index is 0.1 then this implies that the visibility must b
greater than 121026. It is questionable whether this valu
of V can be achieved for the currently planned high pow
laser interferometers. There are other effects such as the
lensing and birefringence that will seriously limit the visib
ity to a much smaller value.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we analyzed a frontal-phase-modulated
nal recycled interferometer with squeezed light~vacuum! in-
jected through the signal recycling mirror. We analyzed
SNR using a linearized theory of treating quantum noi
This technique brings out the origin of the different cont
butions to the noise spectra and their relative contribution
the total noise. With this technique we can generate exp
sions for the total output noise that allow us to use exp
mentally generated input noise spectra.
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We first developed a model of a frontal-modulated sim
Michelson interferometer with a squeezed input. The res
we obtained for a simple Michelson interferometer, not s
prisingly, are similar to results that were first obtained for t
internally modulated case@11#. We found that the squeeze
input field needs to be phase squeezed at low frequencies
for frequencies around twice the modulation frequency
make a significant improvement in the sensitivity. We an
lyzed the case when the losses in the two arms are uneq
As a result of this, additional noise terms are coupled in
the detector. This sets stringent requirements on the visib
for these terms to be negligible or requires more comp
squeezing spectra~for example, in addition to phase squee
ing we must also use amplitude squeezed light at the mo
lation frequency!.

We then considered signal recycling. The required sp
trum of squeezing for broad-band signal recycling rema
essentially the same as for a simple Michelson interfero
eter. However, this is not true for the narrow-band ca
Narrow-band interferometers, in general, require more co
plex squeezed spectra~once again squeezed for low freque
cies and for frequencies around 2vm! for substantial im-
provements in the SNR. We found that if we use broad-ba
squeezing injected into an overcoupled cavity, then a s
stantial improvement in sensitivity can be achieved at
resonant frequency of the signal cavity, at the cost of a
duced bandwidth for the interferometer. We found that
frequency of peak response could be altered by changing
input spectrum of the squeezed light. Thus squeezed l
could be used to tune the resonant frequency of the ca
without actually moving the signal recycling mirror. In th
impedence matched case we found that squeezing doe
increase the sensitivity at the resonant frequency. Howe
squeezing could be used to change the bandwidth of
interferometer without substantially decreasing the sens
ity at the resonant frequency. Though complex, it should
possible to produce the required squeezing spectra, for
ample by reflecting squeezed light from a parametric am
fier off a suitably chosen cavity system@14#.

An important point to note is that the frontal modulatio
signal recycling scheme examined here can be extende
produce all the necessary information to control a dual
cycled interferometer@15#. However, it cannot generate a
efficient signal extraction scheme in the case of a tuned d
recycling. In this case, for signal extraction, an extern
modulation scheme can be employed. As many of the res
presented here are generic to phase modulation, we an
pate them to be applicable with modification to a full du
recycling interferometer incorporating both frontal and ext
nal modulation.
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APPENDIX

In the Appendix we give expressions for the total noise when we have to deal with imperfect fringe visibility. Th
terms that appear are those associated with the carrier. As discussed in Sec. II, the noise that comes in with the carr
three noise sources contributes noise from frequencies around the modulation frequency in their spectra. With signal
for imperfect fringe visibility the expressions for the carrier and the modulation sidebands are

Ec8~vL!5
tsE0~12e2/4!eid/2~r 12r 2!

2„12 r s~r 11r 2!eid/2…
5Ec85uEc8ue

ix, ~A1!

Ec8~vL6vm!5Eb8~vL6vm!5
2 i t s~r 11r 2!

4
eE0e6 ivmt. ~A2!

Similar to Eqs.~41!–~44!, the expressions for the output fluctuations for the three sources are

d ẽLout~v!5tse
id/2eivtF i ~r 11r 2!sin

vDt

2
1~r 12r 2!cos

vDt

2 GA~v!d ẽL~v!5U~v!d ẽL~v!, ~A3!

d ẽsout~v!5
ts
2

2
eideivtF ~r 11r 2!cos

vDt

2
1 i ~r 12r 2!sin

vDt

2 G@A~v!2r s#d ẽs~v!5V~v!d ẽs~v!, ~A4!

d ẽV1~v!5
t1ts

&

eid/2eivt1A~v!d ẽv1~v!5W1~v!d ẽv1~v!, ~A5!

d ẽV2~v!5
t2ts

&

eid/2eivt1A~v!d ẽv2~v!5W2~v!d ẽv2~v!. ~A6!

The noise variances~with the same definitions as before! are

ud Ĩ L~vm1vs!u25uEc8~vL!u2@ u f 1u2uXALu21u f 2u2uXPLu2#vs1vm
1uEc8~vL1vm!u2$@ u f 1u2uXALu21u f 2u2uXPLu2#vs12vm

1@ u f 1u2uXALu21u f 2u2uXPLu2#vs
%, ~A7!

ud Ĩ S~vm1vs!u25uEc8~vL!u2@ ug1u2uXASu21ug2u2uXPSu2#vs1vm
1uEc8~vL1vm!u2$@ ug1u2uXASu21ug2u2uXPSu2#vs12vm

1@ ug1u2uXASu21ug2u2uXPSu212 Re~g1* g2!uXAPSu2#vs
%, ~A8!

ud Ĩ V1~vm1vs!u25uEc8~vL!u2@ uM1u2uXAV1u21uM2u2uXPV1u2#vs1vm
1uEc8~vL1vm!u2$@ uM1u2uXAV1u2

1uM2u2uXPV1u2#vs12vm
1@ uM1u2uXAV1u21uM2u2uXPV1u2#vs

%, ~A9!

ud Ĩ V2~vm1vs!u25uEc8~vL!u2@ uN1u2uXAV2u21uN2u2uXPV2u2#vs1vm
1uEc8~vL1vm!u2$@ uN1u2uXAV2u21uN2u2uXPV2u2#vs12vm

1@ uN1u2uXAV2u21uN2u2uXPV2u2#vs
%. ~A10!

For eachud Ĩ (vm1vs)u2 displayed above, the first term represents the noise fluctuations that enter with the carrier a
second and third terms are due to the modulation sidebands. In all of the above equations the definitions off 1 , f 2 , etc. are the
same as those in Eq.~46!, ~48!, ~51!, ~53!. The total noise is

ud Ĩ total~vm1vs!u25ud Ĩ L~vm1vs!u21ud Ĩ S~vm1vs!u21ud Ĩ V1~vm1vs!u21ud Ĩ V2~vm1vs!u2. ~A11!
-
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